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Summary
Background The Global Breast Cancer Initiative (GBCI) Framework, launched by the World Health Organisation
(WHO) in 2023, emphasises assessing, strengthening, and scaling up services for the early detection and manage-
ment of breast cancer. This study aims to determine the feasibility of monitoring the status of breast cancer control in
the 21 Asian National Cancer Centers Alliance (ANCCA) countries based on the three GBCI Framework key per-
formance indicators (KPIs): stage at diagnosis, time to diagnosis, and treatment completion.

Methods We reviewed published literature on breast cancer control among 21 ANCCA countries from May to July
2023 to establish data availability and compiled the latest descriptive statistics and sources of the indicators using a
*Corresponding author.
E-mail address: sokking.ong@ubd.edu.bn (S.K. Ong).
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standardised data collection form. We performed bivariate Pearson’s correlation analysis to measure the strength of
correlation between stage at diagnosis, mortality and survival rates, and universal health coverage.

Findings Only 12 (57%) ANCCA member countries published national cancer registry reports on breast cancer age-
standardised incidence rate (ASIR) and age-standardised mortality rate (ASMR). Indonesia, Myanmar, and Nepal had
provincial data and others relied on WHO’s Global Cancer Observatory (GLOBOCAN) estimates. GLOBOCAN data
differed from the reported national statistics by 5–10% in Bhutan, Indonesia, Iran, the Republic of Korea, Singapore,
and Thailand and >10% in China, India, Malaysia, Mongolia, and Sri Lanka. The proportion of patients diagnosed in
stages I and II strongly correlated with the five-year survival rate and with the universal health coverage (UHC) index.
Three countries (14%) reported national data with >60% of invasive breast cancer patients diagnosed at stages I and
II, and a five-year survival rate of >80%. Over 60% of the ANCCA countries had no published national data on breast
cancer staging, the time interval from presentation to diagnosis, and diagnosis to treatment. Five (24%) countries
reported data on treatment completion. The definition of delayed diagnosis and treatment completion varied
across countries.

Interpretation GBCI’s Pillar 1 KPI correlates strongly with five-year survival rate and with the UHC index. Most
ANCCA countries lacked national data on cancer staging, timely diagnosis, and treatment completion KPIs. While
institutional-level data were available in some countries, they may not represent the nationwide status.
Strengthening cancer surveillance is crucial for effective breast cancer control. The GBCI Framework indicators
warrant more detailed definitions for standardised data collection. Surrogate indicators which are measurable and
manageable in country-specific settings, could be considered for monitoring GBCI indicators. Ensuring UHC and
addressing health inequalities are essential to early diagnosis and treatment of breast cancer.

Funding Funding for this research article’s processing fee (APC) will be provided by the affiliated institution to
support the open-access publication of this work. The funding body is not involved in the study design; collection,
management, analysis and interpretation of data; or the decision to submit for publication. The funding body will
be informed of any planned publications, and documentation provided.

Copyright © 2023 Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY IGO license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/igo/).

Keywords: Breast cancer; WHO GBCI Framework; Feasibility; Indicators; Cancer stage; Survival; Screening; Early
diagnosis; Completion of treatment; ANCCA; Asia
Introduction
Globally, breast cancer is the most common cancer in
women, with over 2.3 million new cases diagnosed every
year. It ranks first or second in female cancer deaths in
over 90% of countries.1 Over 70% of breast cancer deaths
occur in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs)
today.1 While high-income countries (HICs) have seen a
40% decline in breast cancer mortality over the past two
decades, LMICs have not experienced a similar reduction.2

Breast cancer remains the leading cause of cancer-related
deaths in women, especially in LMICs with underdevel-
oped healthcare systems, impacting families, commu-
nities, and economies significantly.3 Maternal cancer
impacts about one million children worldwide, with breast
cancer accounting for a quarter of the 4.4 million women
who died from cancer in 2020.4 Children orphaned by
maternal cancer face increased social, health, education,
and financial risks.4 Breast cancer outcomes vary, with
five-year survival rates ranging from over 90% in HICs to
40% in rural provinces in Asian LMICs.5

The World Health Organisation (WHO) launched
the Global Breast Cancer Initiative (GBCI) Framework
in 2023 to address these challenges. The framework
aims to reduce breast cancer mortality by 2.5% annually
and prevent 2.5 million breast cancer deaths globally by
2040. It focuses on early detection, timely diagnosis, and
completion of breast cancer treatment as the funda-
mental pillars.6 Improving clinical outcomes and
reducing mortality requires early detection and acces-
sible diagnostic services and treatment options. The
GBCI Framework establishes threshold targets for three
key performance indicators (KPIs) corresponding to the
three GBCI pillars: 1) diagnosing >60% of invasive
breast cancers at stage I or II, 2) providing timely breast
diagnostics within 60 days of initial presentation, and 3)
ensuring that over 80% of patients undergo multi-
modality treatment without abandonment.7 The GBCI
Framework emphasises assessing, strengthening, and
scaling up services for the early detection and manage-
ment of breast cancer.

By leveraging cost-effective, country-specific, and
resource-appropriate measures, health promotion is
integrated with primary healthcare services to ensure
sustainability in achieving universal health coverage
www.thelancet.com Vol 67 January, 2024
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Research in context

Evidence before this study
Cancer control programmes aim to reduce the disease’s
burden and improve patients’ quality of life. It includes
intervention programmes for prevention, early detection,
diagnosis, treatment, and palliative care. The WHO’s Global
Breast Cancer Initiative (GBCI) aims to reduce breast cancer
mortality by 2.5% per year through three key strategies:
health promotion for early detection, timely diagnosis, and
comprehensive breast cancer management. Currently, no
standardised system is available to collect and monitor the
GBCI Framework Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).

Added value of this study
This study provides an overview of breast cancer burden and
control measures in 21 Asian National Cancer Centres
Alliance (ANCCA) countries, and the feasibility of
monitoring the GBCI Framework KPIs in the countries. Key
domains related to the feasibility of monitoring GBCI KPIs
were identified. Only 12 (57%) ANCCA member countries
published national cancer registry reports on breast cancer
burden, most countries used WHO’s Global Cancer
Observatory (GLOBOCAN) estimates. For countries with
reported national statistics, GLOBOCAN estimates differed

from the reported national statistics by 5-10% in Bhutan,
Indonesia, Iran, Republic of Korea, Singapore, and Thailand
and >10% in China, India, Malaysia, Mongolia, and Sri Lanka.
The proportion of patients diagnosed in stage I and II
strongly correlated with five-year survival rate and
moderately with the universal health service coverage index.
Data related to the time interval from first presentation to
diagnosis and diagnosis to treatment were hardly available.
The available data were mostly from the institutional level.
A similar pattern was observed when examining the data
related to the percentage of patients diagnosed within 60
days of presentation and those who successfully completed
their treatment.

Implications of all the available evidence
Our findings inform the priority areas which policymakers
should focus on, particularly in (i) ensuring universal health
coverage, capacity building, and resources allocation for a
timely diagnosis and comprehensive management; (ii)
providing more detailed definitions for the GBCI Framework
indicators for standardised data collection and (iii) developing
breast cancer surveillance systems, which integrate indicators
of the GBCI Framework in the routine data collection.

Articles
(UHC), especially in LMICs. KPIs are used to assess
countries’ progress in meeting these benchmarks.
However, many Asian countries lack an adequate na-
tional surveillance system to monitor the cancer
burden and evaluate breast cancer control programmes
based on GBCI indicators. The Asian National Cancer
Centers Alliance (ANCCA) was established in 2005
with members from Asian subregions. This study aims
to assess the feasibility of monitoring the status of
breast cancer control in the 21 ANCCA countries based
on the GBCI Framework, to provide a snapshot of the
status of breast control indicators, to discuss factors
affecting breast cancer control and provide recom-
mendations to improve breast cancer control among
ANCCA members.
Methods
Country selections
This multi-country study was conducted from May to
July 2023, focusing on 21 ANCCA member countries
(Bangladesh, Bhutan, Brunei, Cambodia, China, India,
Indonesia, Iran, Japan, Laos, Malaysia, Mongolia,
Myanmar, Nepal, Pakistan, the Philippines, Singapore,
the Republic of Korea, Sri Lanka, Thailand, and Viet-
nam). We performed a literature review to assess the
feasibility of monitoring the GBCI Framework’s KPIs
in Asia, particularly among ANCCA countries. The
study examined early detection, timely diagnosis, and
multidisciplinary treatment. We examined published
www.thelancet.com Vol 67 January, 2024
peer-reviewed and grey literature from individual
countries to identify how these indicators are defined
and measured at the country level.

Search strategy
We identified published materials for the literature re-
view by searching PubMed and Google Scholar using
combinations of the search terms “breast cancer” ANDS
“incidence” OR “mortality” OR “survival” OR “staging”
OR “screening” OR “target age” OR “guideline” OR
“delay” OR “diagnosis” OR “treatment” OR “barrier” OR
“Asia” OR “Bangladesh” OR “Bhutan” OR “Brunei”
OR “Cambodia”OR “China”OR “India”OR “Indonesia”
OR “Iran” OR “Japan” OR “Korea” OR “Lao” OR
“Malaysia” OR “Mongolia” OR “Myanmar” OR “Nepal”
OR “Pakistan” OR “Philippines” OR “Singapore” OR
“Sri Lanka” OR “Thailand” OR “Vietnam” from 2000
through 2023. We also searched authors’ files, national
and international health websites, and relevant national
reports in their respective languages. The reference list
was compiled based on the originality and relevance to
the scope of this study.

Data collection
A standardised data collection form (Supplementary
Information) was used to compile the latest statistics
and sources of indicators. We reviewed indicator defi-
nitions based on the GBCI Framework and interna-
tional and national guidelines. The documents
included staging systems (American Joint Committee
3
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on Cancer [AJCC] TNM7 or Surveillance, Epidemi-
ology, and End Results [SEER]8) for breast cancer
reporting, the time interval from presentation to diag-
nosis to treatment (median or mean), and the defini-
tion of treatment completion or compliance with
clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) in the countries.
Data sources were categorised as national, provincial,
institutional, or facility levels. The form also included a
short questionnaire identifying common and country-
specific factors influencing breast cancer control.
Data were provided by researchers comprised of epi-
demiologists, oncologists, and surgeons from each
ANCCA country.

Age-standardised incidence and mortality rates for
female breast cancers were collected from national or
provincial cancer registries and the Global Cancer Ob-
servatory (GLOBOCAN) 2020 estimates. Information on
breast cancer staging, five-year survival rates, awareness
campaigns, screening guidelines, modalities and
coverage, time intervals for diagnosis or treatment de-
lays, and completion of multidisciplinary treatment
were extracted from published literature, including re-
ports from WHO and national government institutions,
such as cancer registry reports on official websites. If
national statistics were not available, we presented pro-
vincial or institutional statistics. In such cases, we pri-
oritised studies from the latest period or with larger
sample sizes.

Statistical analyses
We performed bivariate Pearson’s correlation analysis to
measure the strength of the correlation between cancer
staging, five-year survival rate, age-standardised mor-
tality rate (ASMR), and UHC index.9 Data analysis was
performed in R v.3.6.1. Pearson’s correlations ranging
from 0 to 0.19, 0.2 to 0.39, 0.40 to 0.59, 0.6 to 0.79 or 0.8
to 1 were classified as very weak, weak, moderate, strong
and very strong, respectively.10 We ran the Shapiro–
Wilk’s normality test and inspected Q–Q plots using the
shapiro.test and qqPlot, and confirmed normal distribu-
tion. We used the wtd.cor function with weights associ-
ated to the respective female population to check for
added correlation. We also conducted sensitivity ana-
lyses to assess robustness of the findings with alterna-
tive assumptions on missing data (Supplementary
Information Appendix D).

Role of the funding source
The funding body is not involved in the study design;
collection, management, analysis and interpretation of
data; or the decision to submit for publication. The
funding body will be informed of any planned publica-
tions, and documentation provided. Sokking Ong, Rei
Haruyama and Cheng Har Yip have access to all the
data collected for the study. All authors contributed to
data interpretation and agreed to submit the final form
of the manuscript.
Results
Malignant neoplasm of breast (ICD-10C50) burden
among ANCCA members—GLOBOCAN estimates
versus local registry data
Of the 21 ANCCA countries, only 12 (57%) published
national cancer registry reports on breast cancer age-
standardised incidence rate (ASIR) and ASMR
(Table 1). Three countries (Indonesia, Myanmar and
Nepal) had provincial data, while others relied on
GLOBOCAN estimates. GLOBOCAN data differed from
the reported national statistics by 5–10% in six countries
(Bhutan, Indonesia, Iran, the Republic of Korea,
Singapore and Thailand) and >10% in five countries
(China, India, Malaysia, Mongolia, and Sri Lanka). Sig-
nificant heterogeneity in breast cancer burden was
observed across Asia. ASIR ranged from five per
100,000 women in Bhutan to 78 per 100,000 women in
Singapore, and ASMR ranged from three per 100,000 in
Bhutan to 21 per 100,000 women in Malaysia (Fig. 1A, B
and 1C). Large countries like China, India, and
Indonesia showed substantial subnational variation,
while Japan and the Republic of Korea had more
consistent rates.11–15 In China, breast cancer was the
most common female cancer in urban areas but the
fourth in rural areas, with ASIR ranging from 47 cases
per 100,000 women in Guangzhou to eight cases per
100,000 women in less developed regions.16

Breast cancer awareness campaigns, screening
guidelines and modalities, target age group, and
uptake rates
Thirteen (62%) ANCCA countries regularly conducted
national breast cancer awareness campaigns. Breast
cancer screening and early diagnosis programmes were
implemented in all ANCCA countries, but only eight
(38%) had national-level programs, while the rest were at
provincial or institutional levels. Breast cancer screening
guidelines were available in 15 (71%) countries, with the
target age group ranging from 20 to 70 years.

Six countries (Bhutan, Brunei, Japan, the Republic of
Korea, Malaysia, and Singapore) used mammograms
only, while nine countries (China, India, Indonesia,
Iran, Laos, Nepal, the Philippines, Thailand, and Viet-
nam) offered mammograms along with ultrasound and/
or clinical breast examination (CBE) (Table 2). Seven
ANCCA countries reported a national screening uptake
of more than 30% but below 70% (Table 2). The defi-
nition of screening uptake varied among countries,
including having ever been screened, screened within a
specific timeframe, and among eligible age groups.

Feasibility of monitoring GBCI Framework
indicators
We identified four key domains in assessing the
feasibility of monitoring GBCI Framework indicators
among ANCCA countries, summarised as the four
“As” in Table 3.
www.thelancet.com Vol 67 January, 2024
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Population
(thousand)

Female population
(thousand)

GLOBOCAN 2020
estimates

National or provincial registry data 5-year survival

ASIR ASMR ASIR ASMR Data source % Data source

Bangladesh 166,427 85,358 17.0 9.3 NA NA NA NA NA

Bhutan 770 366 5.0 2.6 4.6 NA National 61 Provincial

Brunei 440 215 55.9 12.5 57.9 14.0 National 72.0 National

Cambodia 16,296 8377 23.5 10.3 NA NA NA NA NA

China 1,423,998 697,843 39.1 10.0 29.1 6.4 National 82.0 National

India 1,389,966 681,060 25.8 13.3 30 NA National 51 National

Indonesia 270,826 135,901 44.0 15.3 47.8 15.4 Provincial 77.7 Provincial

Iran 86,990 43,497 35.8 10.8 34.0 11.9 National 69.5 Provincial

Japan 125,543 64,045 76.3 9.9 77.1 8.6 National 92.3 National

Korea, Republic of 51,858 25,945 64.2 6.4 59.9 5.6 National 93.8 National

Lao PDR 7266 3682 36.7 15.8 NA NA NA NA NA

Malaysia 33,004 16,407 49.3 20.7 34.1 NA National 66.8 National

Mongolia 3322 1686 11.1 3.9 16.1 5.8 National 76.1 National

Myanmar 53,228 27,015 22.0 9.6 22.4 17.9 Provincial NA NA

Nepal 28,999 15,664 13.9 7.6 13.7 7.2 Provincial NA NA

Pakistan 231,402 114,586 34.4 18.8 NA NA NA NA NA

Philippines 111,288 56,063 52.7 19.3 NA NA NA 59 National

Singapore 5894 2834 77.9 17.8 73.8 12.0 National 82.4 National

Sri Lanka 21,683 11,283 27.3 11.0 38.8 6.4 National 71.6 (localized) National

Thailand 71,389 36,807 37.8 12.7 34.2 14.6 National 68.8 Provincial

Vietnam 96,204 49,332 34.2 13.8 NA NA NA 74 Provincial

ANCCA = Asian National Cancer Centers Alliance; ASIR = age-standardised incidence rate of breast cancer per 100,000 female population; ASMR = age-standardised mortality rate of breast cancer per
100,000 female population; NA = not available.

Table 1: Breast cancer incidence, mortality and 5-year survival indicators among ANCCA member countries.

Articles
Pillar 1 KPI target: >60% of invasive breast cancers
are stage I or II at diagnosis
Early detection can occur through mammographic and/
or clinical screening (for eligible women without symp-
toms) or early diagnosis by clinical assessment (for
women with suspected symptoms). Breast cancer stages I
and II are defined by anatomic TNM staging of the
AJCC.17 Some countries reported localised stages using
the SEER staging system instead of AJCC TNM stages I
and II. Seven (33%) ANCCA countries reported national
cancer staging. Three ANCCA countries (Japan, the Re-
public of Korea, and Singapore) reported national data of
having >60% of breast cancer patients diagnosed at the
early stages (Table 2) and a five-year survival rate of >80%
(Table 1). We found that Pillar 1 KPI correlates strongly
with the five-year survival rate (r = 0.76, 95% CI [0.36,
0.92], Fig. 2), and the UHC index (r = 0.67, 95% CI [0.29,
0.86], Fig. 3), and weakly with ASMR (r ≤ 0.01, Appendix
C Fig. 4a and b). For correlations weighted to respective
female populations, the correlations strengthened for
Pillar 1 KPI with five-year survival and UHC index
(Figs. 2 and 3).

Pillar 2 KPI target: diagnosing breast cancer within
60 days of initial presentation
The second pillar focuses on prompt diagnosis. Eight
countries (38%) had reported data on the time interval
www.thelancet.com Vol 67 January, 2024
from initial presentation to diagnosis or the percentage
of patients diagnosed without delay. They were from
institutional studies except for Thailand, where the data
were obtained from the national reimbursement data-
base. In Thailand, the dataset covered the timeframe
from the initial request for a pathology test to the
eventual confirmation of diagnosis. The definition of
delayed diagnosis varied among studies, ranging from
more than 30 to 90 days.18 Studies indicate that mortality
significantly increases when the delay exceeds 60–90
days.19,20 Median time interval data from the first pre-
sentation to confirmed diagnosis were available in five
countries. They were all from institutional studies. In
the case of Singapore, the data measured the time in-
terval from the initial consultation at a tertiary hospital
to the biopsy date (i.e., time to presentation to surgeon
and not primary care) (Table 2).

Pillar 3 KPI target: >80% of patients complete their
recommended treatment regimes
This indicator measures effective completion of treat-
ment without abandonment. Treatments include sur-
gery, radiotherapy, chemotherapy, targeted therapy,
immunotherapy, hormone therapy, and supportive ser-
vices. Prompt treatment without significant delay re-
flects the accessibility of the healthcare system. Seven
countries (33%) reported a time interval from diagnosis
5
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to treatment and only five (24%) countries had reported
data on treatment completion (Table 2). In HICs like
Singapore, the delay between diagnosis and starting
breast cancer treatment was minimal, with 85.4% of
breast cancer patients receiving their first treatment in
less than 60 days of diagnosis.21

Common and country-specific factors affecting
breast cancer control
Approximately two-thirds of ANCCA countries (n = 14,
67%) provided government subsidies to improve the
affordability of breast cancer treatment. Eighteen coun-
tries (86%) identified shortages of healthcare facilities or
trained professionals as barriers, especially in rural
areas. Pre-treatment diagnosis using immunohisto-
chemistry (e.g., estrogen receptor [ER], progesterone
receptor [PR], human epidermal growth receptor-2
[HER2]) was common in 14 countries (67%), mainly
in urban areas. Urban and rural healthcare disparities
were noted in 14 countries (67%). Lack of awareness
and knowledge, and psychological or cultural reasons
were identified as barriers to breast cancer control in 19
countries (90%).

Recommendations for monitoring GBCI Framework
KPIs aimed at achieving breast cancer control
#1 Universal health coverage (UHC) for timely diagnosis and
management
Ensuring UHC and addressing health inequalities are
essential to early diagnosis and treatment of breast
cancer. Breast health education to improve health liter-
acy should be linked to women’s health and reproduc-
tive services. Regular health campaigns in communities,
schools, and workplaces raise awareness of breast health
and cancer risk factors.22 Countries should prioritise
resources in breast cancer early detection including but
not limited to screening, consider sustainable financing
to cover the cost of diagnosis and treatments, and
implementing regulations to ensure timely access to
health services to enhance early diagnosis and breast
cancer management. Sustainable financing models for
cancer care, such as Japan’s social health insurance
Fig. 1: A) Age-standardised incidence rate (ASIR) of breast cancer in 2
graphic map. The graphic map highlighted the 21 Asian National Can
estimated age-standardised incidence rate (ASIR) of breast cancer per 100,
table attached to the map shows the 21 ANCCA countries in order fro
(Bhutan). B) Age-standardised mortality rate (ASMR) of breast cancer i
a graphic map. The graphic map highlighted the 21 Asian National Ca
estimated age-standardised mortality rate (ASMR) of breast cancer per 10
The table attached to the map shows the 21 ANCCA countries in order fr
(Bhutan). C) Age-standardised incidence rate (ASIR) and Age-standard
Cancer Centers Alliance (ANCCA) countries. The bar chart compares the a
rate (ASMR) of breast cancer per 100,000 female population across the
columns are arranged in descending order, from the country with the hig
highest ASMR, while Singapore leads in ASIR. The chart shows the regio
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system23 and Singapore’s compulsory government-
administered medical savings scheme,24 play a crucial
role in facilitating timely access to health facilities and
reduce catastrophic out-of-pocket payments. A long-
term, multi-pronged approach is recommended to
address key factors and barriers in the healthcare sys-
tem. Capacity-building efforts should encompass the
availability of core biopsy for suspected breast lesions
and receptor testing for women. Pillar 2 aims to have
breast cancer evaluation, imaging, tissue sampling and
pathology diagnosis within 60 days of the first presen-
tation. It entails rapid diagnosis, potentially through
ultrasound at secondary-level facilities and a patient
navigation system to ensure a continuum of care from
primary to secondary and tertiary care. The Philippines
enacted the National Integrated Cancer Control Act in
2019, which mandates the creation and implementation
of patient navigation program from the communities
and primary care to tertiary health facilities.25 Supportive
care, including antiemetic and psychological support,
aids in completing the recommended treatment
regimens.

#2 Definitions for GBCI Framework KPIs and other relevant
indicators
The GBCI Framework KPIs need more detailed defini-
tions for standardised data collection. The current defi-
nitions are general to allow for flexibility and variation
among countries in their capacity for data measure-
ment. ANCCA may develop and promote a consensus
on more precise definitions for GBCI KPIs 2 and 3. This
would allow the countries to monitor the indicators at
major cancer care hospitals and benchmark the KPIs for
the Asia regions. The 60-day benchmark for Pillar 2 KPI
is based on a study showing lower survival rates with
delays exceeding three months.26 Brazil mandates
treatment waiting time not to exceed 60 days after
diagnosis.27 Cancer centres should aim for a maximum
90-day delay from the first presentation to treatment.18,19

The initial presentation to the health system should be
clearly defined as the first presentation at the primary
healthcare settings. Pillar 3 KPI on completion of
1 Asian National Cancer Centers Alliance (ANCCA) countries in a
cer Centers Alliance (ANCCA) countries in color according to their
000 female population. The lighter the blue color, the lower ASIR. The
m having the highest ASIR (Singapore) to having the lowest ASIR
n 21 Asian National Cancer Centers Alliance (ANCCA) countries in
ncer Centers Alliance (ANCCA) countries in color according to their
0,000 female population. The lighter the red color, the lower ASMR.
om having the highest ASMR (Malaysia) to having the lowest ASMR
ised mortality rate (ASMR) of breast cancer in 21 Asian National
ge-standardised incidence rate (ASIR) and age-standardised mortality
21 Asian National Cancer Centers Alliance (ANCCA) countries. The
hest ASMR to the one with the lowest ASMR. Malaysia exhibits the
nal variation of breast cancer incidence and mortality.
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BC health
campaigna

BC
screening
guideline

BC screening
program
implementation

Year
screening
program
started

Target
age
group

Primary
screening test
offered

Screening
uptake
rate %

% of
patients
diagnosed
in stage I
and II

Median time
interval from
first
presentation
to diagnosis
(days)

% of patients
diagnosed
≤60–90
days of first
presentation

Median time
interval
from
diagnosis to
treatment
(days)

% of
patients
complete
treatment

UHC
service
coverage
index
(0–100)

Bangladesh N Avail N 2007 30–60 CBE 6.7 4b NA NA NA NA 51

Bhutan O Avail P 2015 40–65 Mammo NA NA NA NA NA NA 62

Brunei N Avail N 2019 40–69 Mammo 11 41 NA NA NA NA 77

Cambodia O NA P 2015 NA NA NA 22b NA NA NA NA 61

China N Avail P 2012 (14
cities)

40–69 Mammo/US 31 73b NA 60 (90 days)b 60b NA 82

India N Avail P 2010 30–65 CBE/Mammo 10b 29 30b NA 130b NA 61

Indonesia P NA P NA ≥40 CBE/US/
Mammo

35 NA 30b 64 (60 days)b NA 61.6b 59

Iran N Avail N 2012 40–70 CBE/Mammo 16b 54b NA 56 (60 days)b NA NA 77

Japan N Avail N 2000 40+ Mammo 37 82 NA NA NA NA 85

Korea,
Republic of

N Avail N 2002 40–74 Mammo 64 72 NA NA 14b NA 87

Lao PDR O NA O NA NA CBE/Mammo 33b 67b NA NA NA NA 50

Malaysia N Avail O 2002 50–74 Mammo 7–15b 52 26b 73 (90 days)b 21b 76b 76

Mongolia N Avail N 2013 20–60 CBE 44 51 NA NA NA NA 63

Myanmar O NA O NA NA CBE NA NA NA NA NA NA 61

Nepal O Avail O 2010 20+ CBE/Mammo 3–14b 11b NA NA 2–62b NA 53

Pakistan O NA O NA NA CBE 10b 42b NA NA NA NA 45

Philippines N NA O NA NA CBE/Mammo NA 47b NA NA NA NA 55

Singapore N Avail N 2002 50+ Mammo 38 77 7b,c 95 (60 days)b 34b 64–90b 86

Sri Lanka N Avail N 1996 35 and
45

CBE 37 66b NA NA NA 59b 67

Thailand N Avail P 2014 40–70 CBE/Mammo 2–29b 69b NA 90 (60 days)d NA 70 83

Vietnam O Avail O NA 40+ CBE/Mammo 25–51b 36b 72b 52 (90 days)b 93b NA 70

ANCCA = Asian National Cancer Centers Alliance; Mammo = Mammogram; CBE = Clinical breast examination; US = Ultrasound; UHC = Universal Health Coverage. aProgram types: N = Nationwide; P =
Provincial/Regional; O = Others e.g., ad-hoc, private, opportunistic. NA = Not available or no published data available. bProvincial or institutional statistics from national cancer centers or hospitals. cMedian
time measured from the first presentation at the main tertiary referral hospitals (e.g., surgical consultation) to definitive diagnosis. dProportion of patients diagnosed within 60 days measured from when
pathology test was first ordered (at primary healthcare and tertiary institutions nationwide) to having a definitive diagnosis.

Table 2: Breast cancer (BC) control indicators among ANCCA members.
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treatment requires a more detailed definition to include
supportive and palliative care. Surrogate indicators
which are measurable and manageable in country-
specific settings can be considered for monitoring
GBCI indicators. Furthermore, it is essential to monitor
additional indicators on quality of care, such as
addressing the axilla during breast surgery, to ensure
Domain Description

Availability Is the data available at the national, provincial, institutional, or fa
Is the data validated, standardised, current, peer-reviewed, publish

Applicability Is the available data utilised in evaluating breast cancer control in
Is the available data integrated as part of the routine data collect

Adaptation Is the available data adaptable to the GBCI Framework indicators?
Is there a clear definition of the indicator or data collected?

Additional Is additional information or processes required to collect national
Is there any surrogate or proxy indicator e.g., the number of clini

GBCI = Global Breast Cancer Initiative.

Table 3: Four key domains in assessing the feasibility of monitoring GBCI Fr
the consistent delivery of high-quality care within the
region.

#3 Cancer surveillance system
A surveillance system is vital, providing data to inform
policymakers and measure breast cancer prevention and
control progress. GLOBOCAN estimates may not be
cility level?
ed, or unpublished?

the setting?
ion of breast cancer control programmes in the country?

data?
c visits needed for women to receive screening or diagnosis or treatment?

amework indicators.
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Fig. 2: Correlation between proportion of patients diagnosed at stages I and II (Pillar 1 KPI) and 5-year survival rate. The dotted
(regression) line represents the linear regression model (y = 1.0619x—20.8) that best fit the shown countries’ proportion of patients diagnosed
at stages I and II and 5-year survival rate, indicated by the blue dots. The graph shows that there is a positive linear relationship between
proportion of patients diagnosed at stages I and II and 5-year survival rate as the value of one attribute increases, so does the other. The R2

value of 0.578 indicates a strong relationship.

Articles
suitable for monitoring progress over time, countries
without a population-based registry should consider
establish one. In most HICs, the mandatory notification
of cancer cases as notifiable diseases significantly en-
hances cancer surveillance and bolsters the compre-
hensiveness of cancer registry data. Staging information
is essential in the evaluation of cancer downstaging and
early detection programmes. Additionally, it would be
informative to consider the proportion of cancer cases
diagnosed at stage 0 or ductal carcinoma in-situ (DCIS)
to evaluate the effectiveness of mammographic
screening programmes. Even in countries with available
cancer registries, screening registries or records are
often not interlinked, so the exact participation rate re-
mains unknown to the municipalities or the central
level. There is variation in programme management
among municipalities (e.g., an invitation for screening,
recall, compliance with the national standard, and
tracking of the screen positives). Therefore, the minis-
tries of health or the national health systems play a
crucial role in gathering and analysing data from
different institutions, using unique identifications and
computerised records at hospitals and government of-
fices. The WHO International Agency for Research on
Cancer offers guidelines and training modules to
develop cancer registration systems according to
www.thelancet.com Vol 67 January, 2024
different levels of resource settings. Multi-country
observational studies using a standardized protocol
may be conducted to understand the baseline data of
these indicators at 1–2 main cancer centres of each
country.

Our recommendations are interconnected. UHC
ensures access to healthcare services including cancer
care and surveillance. It also provides a clear monitoring
framework to guide policy development and evaluation
of the healthcare systems. Their impact synergises with
their shared goal of reducing the breast cancer burden
and improving patients’ outcomes. Implementing these
recommendations especially in resource-constrained
settings, requires situation analysis and consideration
of local contexts. It may require adjusted approaches,
such as tailoring a phased implementation, leveraging
technology for cost-effective solutions, cross-sectoral
collaboration, training and capacity building for pri-
mary healthcare, pooling of resources, and advocacy for
funding.
Discussion
We assessed the feasibility of monitoring breast cancer
control in the 21 ANCCA countries based on the GBCI
Framework and provided an overview of the current
9
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Fig. 3: Correlation between proportion of patients diagnosed at stages I and II (Pillar 1 KPI) and Universal Health Coverage index. The
dotted (regression) line represents the linear regression model (y = 0.4051x + 48.149) that best fit the shown countries’ proportion of patients
diagnosed at stages I and II (Pillar 1 KPI) and Universal Health Coverage index, indicated by the blue dots. The graph shows that there is a
positive linear relationship between proportion of patients diagnosed at stages I and II (Pillar 1 KPI) and Universal Health Coverage index as the
value of one attribute increases, so does the other. The R2 value of 0.4435 indicates a strong relationship.
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reporting of breast cancer KPIs to determine if countries
have achieved the WHO GBCI Framework targets. Our
findings indicated significant challenges in monitoring
breast cancer control activities, with over 60% of the
ANCCA countries lacking national data on cancer stag-
ing and the time interval from presentation to diagnosis
or treatment. While institutional-level data were avail-
able in some countries, they may not represent the
nationwide status.

Population-based cancer registries are essential for
understanding disease burden, setting national prior-
ities, and monitoring cancer control efforts.28 Encour-
agingly, most ANCCA countries had national or
provincial cancer registry data on breast cancer inci-
dence. However, cancer reporting is not mandated in
many countries, leading to the potential underreporting
of cases, particularly in rural areas or from private
hospitals. The accuracy of mortality statistics may also
be affected by inaccurate recording of causes of death by
laymen (e.g., police officers).29,30 The underreported
cancer cases and lack of accurate mortality statistics have
significant implications for interpreting ASIR and
ASMR. The actual magnitude of the breast cancer
burden may be underestimated, making it difficult to
accurately assess the effectiveness of breast cancer
control efforts. Environmental risk factors, such as diet
in the population, also influence ASIR and ASMR.
Therefore, understanding and addressing these risk
factors are critical components of breast cancer control
strategies in the region. As breast cancer incidence and
mortality rates remain high in Asia, the potential for
significant reduction is likely to be seen in areas with
higher ASMR. The high rates reflect delays in presen-
tation, diagnosis, and completion of treatment, indi-
cating the areas where breast cancer control efforts can
have the most impact.

GLOBOCAN data are valuable for estimating the
cancer burden in a country. However, in countries
where local data are unavailable, GLOBOCAN estimates
are calculated using data from neighbouring countries
with similar socioeconomic or health profiles. We
observed differences between GLOBOCAN estimates
and country-reported ASIR and ASMR (Table 1). GLO-
BOCAN’s modelling multiplies the latest cancer inci-
dence and mortality rates by the future population,
assuming that the current incidence and mortality risk
will remain constant. Therefore, this approach may not
capture the latest information on cancer burden from
the individual countries.

The GBCI Framework Pillar 1 KPI focuses on the
proportion of invasive breast cancer cases diagnosed at
stages I and II. Studies have shown that countries with
sustained mortality reduction had at least 60% of breast
cancer diagnosed in stage I or II.31 While mammog-
raphy offers higher sensitivity for detecting breast can-
cer than does CBE, its usage for population-based
www.thelancet.com Vol 67 January, 2024
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screening is impractical in settings with limited re-
sources.32 In such settings where late-stage breast cancer
diagnoses are common, CBE performed by trained
healthcare professionals is a fiscally realistic approach
for identifying symptomatic cancers and improving
early breast cancer diagnosis rates.33

Most ANCCA countries do not have published data on
Pillars 2 and 3 KPIs, which are particularly relevant at the
institutional level as part of quality improvement pro-
gramming to determine if excessive delays occur or if a
high fraction of patients are not completing their rec-
ommended therapies. Collectively, institutional data can
be gathered to determine if obstacles to care are prevalent
at the national level. These indicators regarding prompt
diagnosis may not be routinely collected or reported, even
at the institutional level, which could result in challenges
in effectively planning and monitoring health system
improvement programmes.

Additionally, it is essential to consider the extent of
under-coverage for those not represented in the statis-
tics or reporting system. Differences between urban and
rural areas are expected in large countries like China,
India, and Indonesia. Lack of screening facilities and
accessibility are key barriers for women in rural areas to
get screened. In rural areas, poor health literacy, belief
in alternative therapy, cancer fatalism, and lack of
autonomous decision-making have been reported in
many Asian countries.34 Even in HICs like Singapore,
where multiple channels for screening are available,
screening uptake remains low indicating psychosocial
barriers in these settings,35 fear of the financial burden
associated with the costs of breast cancer treatment has
been reported, as the government adopts a co-payment
mode for health services.36,37

Our findings indicate that a higher proportion of
women diagnosed at an early stage corresponds to better
survival and lower mortality rates, consistent with other
studies.38,39 However, in many LMICs, women are
diagnosed at advanced stages due to limited access to
facilities and sociocultural factors. The lack of informa-
tion on the number of women not seeking diagnosis
makes it hard to assess the full magnitude. Therefore,
when countries implement screening programmes, an
increase in the number of cases, including those in
advanced stages, may be observed in the early phase.
Favourable stage-shifting may only be achieved when
early detection programmes have achieved high
coverage (at least 60–70% of the target group). Targeted
approaches for vulnerable or marginalised groups,
including those relying on traditional medicines, are
crucial. Culturally appropriate interventions should
consider ethnic differences and empower women in
these communities. Providing adequate education on
the early detection of breast cancer to primary healthcare
providers, such as the WHO package of essential non-
communicable disease interventions for primary health
care (PEN) breast education module for primary
www.thelancet.com Vol 67 January, 2024
healthcare40 and CBE training for district health pro-
viders, is essential, in addition to retaining skilled
personnel in the country.

Pillar 3 KPI on the completeness of treatment war-
rants further clarification and specification at the coun-
try level. Completion of treatment can be measured as
adherence or compliance with local CPGs, which may
vary across countries and institutions. Variation in
treatment recommendations across countries poses
challenges to establishing a universal definition. For
example, anti-HER2 therapies for HER2-overexpression
breast cancers are recommended in HICs’ CPGs but are
not included in most LMICs due to high costs. In
Malaysia, only 19% of HER2+ breast cancer patients
received Herceptin, despite its CPG recommendation.41

In addition, the degree to which patients discontinue or
abandon treatment without receiving the entire thera-
peutic course may go unrecognized, as is the case in
multiple sub-Saharan African countries.42

Treatment completion without abandonment is
affected by treatment affordability, supportive care
availability, and side effect tolerance. The use of
supportive care medications can reduce treatment in-
terruptions. For example, granulocyte colony-
stimulating factor (G-CSF) given prophylactically to
prevent neutropenia associated with chemotherapy is
more common in high-resourced settings. In some
lower resource settings, antiemetics are not routinely
provided to manage nausea and vomiting, which could
lead to treatment discontinuation. Patients with ER-
positive breast cancer are advised to undergo hormon-
al therapy for 5–10 years (depending on the cancer
stage) but many discontinue prematurely due to side
effects.43 Genetic variations in pharmacogenetics can
impact Tamoxifen tolerance.44 This should be included
in the treatment completeness definitions, especially if a
change in therapy occurs due to severe side effects. In
settings where a significant proportion of cancer is
diagnosed in advanced stages, in addition to addressing
breast cancer early diagnosis services, providing sup-
portive or palliative care is crucial to reduce physical and
psychological suffering. Effective treatment requires
coordination among healthcare professionals for better
outcomes. Private or non-governmental organisations’
involvement can cause discrepancies between institu-
tional data and population situations. Countries without
published data on treatment completion rates could
consider adopting the WHO’s UHC index as a proxy
indicator, as it is significantly associated with lower
breast cancer mortality rates.24 Our study found strong
correlations for GBCI Pillar 1 KPI with five-year survival
and UHC index, the correlation strengthened with
weightage to respective female populations.

In Asia, financial and social factors were commonly
reported barriers to cancer screening, early detection,
and treatment.45 The lack of accessibility and facilities
for diagnosis and treatment is prevalent in rural and
11
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low-resource settings. About two-thirds of ANCCA
member countries reported government subsidies for
breast cancer treatment. However, even in countries
with subsidies, a significant proportion of healthcare
expenses is out-of-pocket or covered by private insur-
ance. Cancer treatment often leads to significant finan-
cial hardships for the patients and families, with nearly
half the patients in LMICs reporting an inability to pay
for medicine in an ASEAN (ACTION) study.46

We identified a number of key strengths and limi-
tations in our study. This study provides the first multi-
country review of data availability on GBCI KPIs and
breast cancer control in 21 Asian countries. ANCCA has
the potential to assume a pivotal role in facilitating
consensus-building and providing scientific recom-
mendations for national cancer control initiatives. We
explored monitoring feasibility and identified factors
affecting breast cancer control. However, we should also
consider the data quality and consistency of the country
estimates–a low or high ASMR could result from
underreporting or misclassification. Data quality in-
consistencies are often more pronounced at the local or
provincial levels, particularly in resource-constrained
settings. Further studies are needed to investigate the
sustainability and consistency of data collection, and if
the setting is more conducive for continuous or episodic
data collection, which could be linked to evaluating in-
terventions for breast cancer control. This study pre-
sented the five-year survival rates. However, survival
rates may extend beyond the five-year reporting, and
there is an increasing trend in reporting 10- or 20-year
survival rates, reflective of advancement in breast can-
cer treatment. In addition, no target indicators were
identified for screening uptake to reduce breast cancer
mortality, whereas a global target of 70% screening
uptake was set to attain cervical cancer elimination.47

Our study is also limited by the inconsistency of data
collection in the last few years due to the COVID-19
pandemic, which has impacted the implementation of
breast cancer awareness campaigns, surveillance,
screening, diagnosis, and treatment programmes.48

In conclusion, most ANCCA countries lacked national
data on cancer staging (Pillar 1), timely diagnosis (Pillar
2), and treatment completion (Pillar 3) KPIs. Nearly half
of the ANCCA countries GLOBOCAN estimates. For
countries with reported national cancer statistics, GLO-
BOCAN estimates differed from the reported national
statistics by 5–10% in Bhutan, Indonesia, Iran, Republic
of Korea, Singapore, and Thailand and >10% in China,
India, Malaysia, Mongolia and Sri Lanka. Data on Pillars
1 and 2 KPIs were mostly institutional. While
institutional-level data were available in some countries,
they may not represent the nationwide status. Strength-
ening cancer surveillance is crucial for effective breast
cancer control. The GBCI Framework indicators warrant
more detailed definitions for standardised data collection.
Surrogate indicators which are measurable and
manageable in country-specific settings, could be
considered for monitoring GBCI indicators.
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